
AN UNDERWATER LOVE STORY [DVD]
This Beautifully shot documentary delves into the secret 
world of reproduction in the oceans. All is reavealed in this 
underwater ballet of survival as we focus on the most 
natural, the most beautiful, the most fascinating (and most 
dangerous!) of all the urges - sex! Watch complex 
courtship rituals, invertebrates that impregnate each other, 
males who give birth, and the largest reproductive event in 
the animal kingdom, the spawning of the great battier reef. the animal kingdom, the spawning of the great battier reef. 
See the unbelievable lengths that doting parents go to, to 
nurture and to protect their offspring in these nurseries of 
the deep. Fascinating, colorful and awe inspiring, this is a 
must-see journey through the oceans.

About Lin Sutherland: 
Lin Sutherland is a wildlife film maker and adventurer with 
an ability to hunt an interesting story. On location she 
delves beneath the surface of remote and visually stunning 
parts of the world to interact with extraordinary wildlife and 
learn the history of our planet. Her assignments take her 
from the tops of the mountains to the depths of the sea as 
she unfolds the secrets of the natural world and takes the 
audience on an epic voyage of discovery. Lin Sutherland audience on an epic voyage of discovery. Lin Sutherland 
has been working in the natural world for 15 years. For 
more information on Lin please visit BelowH2o's website at 
www.belowh2o.com.au

About below h2o:
below h2o is an exciting & creative production company 
based on the Gold Coast in Queensland, Australia, created 
by Lin Sutherland. "below h2o" produces television 
documentaries and TV series for national and international 
broadcast & cable networks. The company specialises in 
adventure travel, wildlife, educational and reality 
programming and is fast establishing world wide 
recognition for a wide range of productions. below h2o also recognition for a wide range of productions. below h2o also 
strongly believes in supporting the world’s natural assets 
including its sensational wildlife, forests and oceans that 
provide us with such a wonderful natural playground. Keep 
up to date with this fast moving production company at 
www.belowh2o.com.au
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Purchase: 
You can purchase this DVD at the You can purchase this DVD at the 
Blue Pie shop at www.bluepie.biz 
Search the title name in the shop 
for the purchase link. Titles 
normally ship within 48 hours 
Monday to Friday. If you require 
support then please email 
support@bluepie.com.au support@bluepie.com.au 

Distribution: 
This title is distributed for the 
world by Blue Pie Productions USA. 
This title is available for syndication 
and general license sales. For all 
syndication and license sales please 
contact Blue Pie Productions by contact Blue Pie Productions by 
email in the first instance at 
sales@bluepie.com.au 


